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A comparative analysis of the most important dissipative processes occurring during the excitation
and propagation of dust ion-acoustic shocks in aQ machine device, among which are the charging
of dust grains, the absorption of ions by grains, the transfer of the ion momentum to the grains, and
Landau damping, is performed. The relative roles played by dissipative processes in different types
of laboratory experiments with complex plasmas are estimated. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1885476g

At present, the problem of excitation and propagation of
dust ion-acousticsDIA d shocks occupies an important place
in the physics of complexsdustyd plasma. Interest in this
kind of research is associated primarily with the fact that the
processes of dust grain charging are far from equilibrium
precisely on ion-acoustic time scales, so that the anomalous
dissipation, which, by its very nature, originates from the
charging process, often plays a decisive role.1 It is this
anomalous dissipation mechanism that is responsible for the
existence of a new kind of shock2 that is “collisionless” in
the sense that such shocks are almost completely insensitive
to electron-ion collisions. However, in contrast to classical
collisionless shocks, the anomalous dissipation involves in-
teraction of electrons and ions with dust grains through mi-
croscopic electron and ion currents to the grain surface. DIA
shocks related to this anomalous dissipation can have impor-
tant applications in the description of natural phenomena
such as those occurring in the interaction of the solar wind
with dusty cometary comas3 and also may find significant
technological applications in, e.g., the so-called hypersonic
aerodynamics.4 DIA shock waves were observed in aQ ma-
chine device5 and in a double plasma device6 almost simul-
taneously. There are plans to carry out experiments on DIA
shocks during the mission of the International Space Station
sISSd.

DIA shocks can be described theoretically by solving a
set of hydrodynamic equations that is specially derived for a
complex plasma from the kinetic equations for electrons,
ions, and dust grains.7 These equations are the basis for the
so-called hydrodynamic ionization source model which al-
lows us to obtain8,9 DIA shock structures in aQ machine
devicesfor large enough dust densitiesd as a result of evolu-

tion of an initial perturbation and to explain the experimental
value of the width of the shock wave front and the depen-
dence of the perturbation front velocity on the dust density.

Of course, in the hydrodynamic derivation, such a purely
kinetic effect as Landau damping is not taken into consider-
ation. However, in some situations, Landau damping can
play an important role. Thus, the fact that, in laboratory ex-
periments in aQ machine device whereTe,Ti, DIA waves
were not observed at sufficiently low dust densities was at-
tributed precisely to this damping.5 Here,Tesid is the electron
siond temperature.

There are different approaches to describing Landau
damping in complex plasmas. First of all, we must mention
the papers in which the corresponding damping rates were
calculated without allowance for the grain chargingssee,
e.g., Ref. 10d. As early as 1993,1 it became clear that the
charging of dust grains has a significant impact on the damp-
ing described at the kinetic levelswhich will be referred
below to as kinetic dampingd, part of which is Landau damp-
ing. Consequently, dust grain charging should be taken into
account in calculations. Nevertheless, theoretical studies are
still often conducted based on the results of Ref. 10, in par-
ticular, because the expression for the kinetic damping rate
of DIA waves that takes into account dust grain charging and
could be used to analyze the results of complex plasma ex-
periments has not yet been given in a compact form. As for
the results that are presented in Refs. 1 and 11 and could be
used to calculate the corresponding damping rates, they ei-
ther have a complicated integro-operator form or refer to the
limiting cases irrelevant to the present-day experiments.
Moreover, in Refs. 1 and 11, the final formula for the dielec-
tric function of a complex plasma, which is important for
deriving the expression for the kinetic damping rate, involves
inconsistencies. All this goes to show that it is necessary toadElectronic mail: sIiIpopel@mtu-net.ru
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refine the expression for the kinetic damping rate of DIA
waves and to reduce it to a compact form, convenient for
analyzing the experimental results.

Here, we classify dissipative processes during formation
and propagation of DIA perturbation in aQ machine device
and determine the ranges of plasma parameters in which
some particular processes dominate. We compare also the
relative roles played by dissipative processes in different
types of laboratory experiments with complex plasmas.

The experiments5 performed in aQ machine devicesthat
was modified to allow the introduction of dust grains into the
plasmad were performed with Cs+ ions. The plasma param-
eters of the experiments wereTe<Ti <0.2 eV, ni0

,106–107 cm−3, a,0.1–1mm. The parameter eZd0

;nd0Zd0/ni0 was varied from 0 to 0.95. Here,ni is the ion
density, nd is the dust density,qd=−Zde is the dust grain
charge, −e is the electron charge,a is the grain radius, and
the subscript 0 stands for the unperturbed plasma parameters.
The advantage of these experiments is the negligible role of
neutral atoms in the dissipation processes which is caused by
relatively low neutral atom densities.

An analysis of the dispersion properties of ion-acoustic
waves on the basis of the set of equations of the hydrody-
namic ionization source model8,9 yields the following ex-
pression for the linear damping rate

gk < − G ; −
nch + ñ

2
, s1d

where the ratench, at which the ions are absorbed by the dust
grains, and the rateñ, at which the ions lose their momentum
as a result of their absorption on the grain surfaces and their
Coulomb collisions with the grains, are equal, respectively,
to
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Here, nq=vpi
2 as1+z0+td /Î2pvTi

is the grain charging rate,
vpi=Î4pni0e

2/mi is the ion plasma frequency,mi is the ion
mass, d=nd0/ne0, ne is the electron density,t=Ti /Te, z
=Zde

2/aTe, vTi=ÎTi /mi is the ion thermal velocity,L
=lnslDi /maxha,bjd is the Coulomb logarithm,lDi =vpi /vTi

is the ion Debye length, andb=Zd0e
2/Ti. Equationss2d and

s3d are valid in the rangevi /cs,1, wherevi is the ion ve-
locity.

It is clear that, in terms of the hydrodynamic ionization
source model, the dissipation in a complex plasma is gov-
erned by the processes of absorption of ions by dust grains
and also by Coulomb collisions between ions and dust
grains. All these processes are closely related to the mecha-
nisms by which the grains are charged. In fact, on the one
hand, we haveG~nq and, on the other, we see that the ab-
sorbed ions participate directly in dust grain charging.

The hydrodynamic approach to describing DIA shocks is
valid only if dissipative processes that are taken into account
in the hydrodynamic equations turn out to be more important

than kineticsincluding Landaud damping. We have derived a
dispersion relation and expressions for the kinetic damping
rate of DIA waves on the basis of a standard, purely kinetic
approach, with the use of the method developed in Ref. 11.
We have obtained9 the expression for the dielectric function
of a complex plasma which coincides with the expression
presented in Ref. 1. Note that, in a paper by Tsytovich and de
Angelis,11 the more general expression for«k,v contains a
misprint: the sign between the terms in the square brackets in
the second row of formulas55d is incorrect. In particular, for
dust grains with a zero velocity, formulas55d of Ref. 11 does
not pass over to the formula that was obtained earlier in Ref.
1 for the dielectric function of a complex plasma.

In the casevk
s @nq the kinetic damping rate of DIA

waves takes the form
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whereme is the electron mass,lDe=ÎTe/4pne0e
2 is the elec-

tron Debye length,k is a wave number, and

vk
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Îni0/ne0
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is the linear dispersion relation for DIA waves. The case
vk

s @nq is of primary interest for the description of DIA per-
turbations because the main contribution to their spectrum
comes, as a rule, from modes with frequenciesvk

s @nq.
The first termgk

L,R on the right-hand side of Eq.s4d
describes ordinary Landau damping on electrons and ions,
and the second termgk

L,q describes damping due to the inter-
action of electrons and ions with dust grains. The rates of
these two damping processes are both referred to as the ki-
netic damping rate. The introduction of the common term is
justified because, in a complex plasma, these processes are
inseparable. This is most strikingly exemplified in Ref. 1, in
which the damping of DIA waves was considered in the case
vk

s !nq, opposite to the case treated here. It follows from this
example that, even when the resonant denominators describ-
ing the damping in the dielectric response functions of the
electrons and ions correspond to conventional Landau poles,
a new kind of collisionless damping arises that differs from
ordinary Landau damping and is associated with the dust
grain charging processes.

In some situations typical of present-day experiments
with complex plasmas, the second termgk

L,q predominates
over the first term gk

L,R. In fact, for the data of the
experiments5 on DIA shocks, cesium vapor plasma withTe

=Ti =0.2 eV,a=0.1 mm, and the characteristic wave vector
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uk u,2p /Dj,nq/Mcs corresponding to the characteristic
width Dj of the front of the shock wave associated with
anomalous dissipation8,9 sand to the experimental data of
Ref. 5d, the second termswith nqd in Eq. s4d is larger than the
first term under the conditioneZd0.0.6. To obtain this con-
dition we take into account the experimental dependence of
the Mach numberM on eZd0 ssee Fig. 5 in Ref. 5d. DIA
shocksfront steepeningd is observed in aQ machine device
for eZd0.0.75 when the conditioneZd0.0.6 is also satis-
fied. We thus arrive at the conclusion that dust grain charging
processes can substantially modify the rate of kinetic damp-
ing of DIA perturbations; moreover, in many situations, it is
these charging processes that dominate the kinetic damping
mechanism.

A simple criterion for determining whether the hydrody-
namic ionization source model is applicable to nonlinear
DIA structures is the conditionG.gk

L. The validity of this
condition means that the dissipative processes that are taken
into account in the hydrodynamic equations are more impor-
tant than the kinetic damping. For cesium vapor plasma with
Te=Ti =0.2 eV, a=0.1 mm, ni0=1.0243107 cm−3, and the
characteristic wave vectoruk u,2p /Dj,nq/Mcs, the condi-
tion G.gk

L is valid if eZd0.0.07. We see that for a wide
range of the plasma and dust grain parameters in aQ ma-
chine device the hydrodynamic ionization source model is
applicable for the description of DIA nonlinear structures.

The dissipation related to the processes of momentum
loss by ions as a result of their absorption on the grain sur-
faces and their Coulomb collisions with the grains forbids
the existence of stationary shocks. There is no external
source of ion momentum which is able to compensate for
this momentum loss. This statement is valid independently
whether we use hydrodynamic or kinetic approach to nonlin-
ear dust ion-acoustic waves. In the dust ion-acoustic nonsta-
tionary shocks a balance between nonlinearity and dissipa-
tion is possible in the vicinity of their front, which results in
the formation of the shock front during the timet,nq

−1

much shorter than the characteristic time of shock propaga-
tion. But the amplitude of such shocks decreases. This state-
ment is in accordance with the experimental data.5 Such a
decrease in the shock amplitude is accompanied by an at-
tenuation of the ion flux as the ions pass through the region
of the dust.

For Te,Ti, Landau damping is the most significant dis-
sipation process for smalleZd0 sin our case foreZd0&0.07d.
The significant role of Landau damping in this case means
that it can make a contribution to a spreading out of the pulse
as it propagates down the plasma column. The increase in the
parametereZd0 leads to the diminution of the role of Landau
damping, while the processes of the charging of dust grains,
of the absorption of ions by grains, and of the transfer of the
ion momentum to the grains become more important. This is
consistent with the data of the experiments12 performed in a
Q machine device which have established that the presence
of negatively charged dust greatly reduces the strength of
Landau damping of DIA waves, even in a plasma withTi

=Te.
We emphasize that in other installations used for the

investigation of complex plasmas such as a double plasma

device,6 devices based on glow dischargesssee, e.g., Ref. 13d
and rf dischargesssee, e.g., Ref. 14d, the inequalityTi !Te is
usually fulfilled. This means that Landau damping on ions
fthe term containing exponent in Eq.s5dg is negligibly small.
In this case the termgk

L,q is approximatelyÎmi /me times
larger than the termgk

L,R.
Figures 1 and 2 present the relief of the ratiogk

L,q/G for
the parameters of complex plasmas in the experiments in aQ
machine device, a double plasma device, and devices based
on glow discharges and on rf discharges. Figure 1sad corre-
sponds to the experimental conditions of Ref. 5sTe=Ti

=0.2 eV, ni =1.0243107 cm−3, Cs+ ions, a=0.1 mmd. The
closed circle in Fig. 1sad corresponds toeZd0=0.75. Figure
1sbd was drawn for the experimental conditions of Ref. 6
sTe=1.5 eV, Ti ,0.1 eV, ni =2.33108 cm−3, Ar+ ions, a
=4.4 mmd. The closed triangle in Fig. 1sbd corresponds to
eZd0=0.5. It can be seen that the experimental parameters of
Refs. 5 and 6 satisfy the inequalitygk

L,q/G,1. This indicates
that the hydrodynamic ionization source model is applicable
to DIA shocks not only in aQ machine devicesfor eZd0

.0.07d, but also in a double plasma device. Figure 2sad re-
fers to the plasma parameters of experiments carried out on-
board the ISSsRef. 14d sTe<1 eV, Ti <0.03 eV, ni =2

FIG. 1. Relief of the ratiogk
L,q/G on the planesnie

2/ndaTi ,ni /ned for the
plasma parameterssad in the experiments of Ref. 5 andsbd in the experi-
ments of Ref. 6. The closed circle in plotsad corresponds toeZd0=0.75 and
to the plasma parameters in the experiments of Ref. 5. The closed triangle in
plot sbd corresponds toeZd0=0.5 and to the plasma parameters in the ex-
periments of Ref. 6. The heavy curves correspond togk

L,q=G.
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3109 cm−3, Ar+ ions, a=3.4mmd. Figure 2sbd was obtained
for the plasma parameters in experiments with glow
discharges13 sTe<3 eV, Ti <0.03 eV, ne<109 cm−3, Ne+

ions,a<4 mmd. Forni /ne=1/s1−eZd0d.3 in experiments14

and for ni /ne=1/s1−eZd0d.1 si.e., always when dust is
presentd in the experiments of Ref. 13, the ratiogk

L,q/G is
larger than unity. This means that, over fairly wide ranges of
the dust grain parameters, DIA structures in typical experi-
ments carried out with complex plasmas on devices based on
glow and rf discharges should be described in terms of ki-
netic theory. In the regions of plasma parameters where Lan-
dau damping is negligible in comparison with the dissipative
processes that are taken into account in the hydrodynamic
equations, the conditiongk

L,q/G.1 serves as a criterion for
determining whether or not the kinetic effects are important
during formation and propagation of DIA shocks.

Thus the above analysis has shown that the experiments5

performed in aQ machine device allowed to observe two
significant effects.

sad A significant reduction of the strength of Landau
damping of DIA perturbations, which is the dominant dissi-
pation process for small dust densities, by the presence of
negatively charged dust, even in a plasma with equal ion and
electron temperatures.

sbd The formation and propagation of DIA shocks at suf-
ficiently high dust densities such thateZd0ù0.75, the dissi-
pation in such shocks being related to the charging of dust
grains, the absorption of ions by grains, and the transfer of
the ion momentum to the grains.

The experiments5 enable to determine the role of each of
dissipative processes and to classify them because of the
negligible role of neutral atoms in the dissipation. This is an
advantage of the experiments in aQ machine device on DIA
shocks over those in other installationssa double plasma
device and devices based on glow discharges and on rf dis-
chargesd where the role of neutral atoms is significant. More-
over, over fairly wide ranges of the dust grain parameters,
DIA structures in typical experiments carried out with com-
plex plasmas in devices based on glow and rf discharges
should be described in terms of kinetic theory. This implies a
significant modification of the properties of DIA shocks in
such devices.
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